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In the field of document analysis and recognition using mobile devices for capturing, and the field of object
recognition in a video stream, an important problem is determining the time when the capturing process
should be stopped. Efficient stopping influences not only the total time spent for performing recognition and
data entry, but the expected accuracy of the result as well. This paper is directed on extending the stopping
method based on the modelling of the next integrated recognition result, in order for it to be used within a
string result recognition model with per-character alternatives. The stopping method and notes on its exten-
sion are described, and experimental evaluation is performed using the open datasets MIDV-500 and MIDV-
2019. The method was compared with previously published methods based on input observations clustering.
The obtained results indicate that the stopping method based on the next integrated result modelling allows
to achieve higher accuracy, even when compared with the best achievable configuration of the competing
methods, however the computations required are significant and more research should be targeted on opti-
mizing its implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern document entry systems allow to automa-
tize the process of data extraction from various docu-
ments, either business, regulatory, or personal. Such
systems are used for creating digital archives of histor-
ical documents (Van Phan, 2016), recognition of
small-scale documents such as business cards (Dangi-
wa, 2018), ID documents, driving licenses, passports
(Arlazarov, 2019), as well as large-scale business doc-
uments (Esser, 2013).

Increasing computational power of mobile devices
and rising technical characteristics of small-scale dig-
ital cameras lead to increased interest in methods for
automatic document entry using mobile devices (Ар-
лазаров, 2017; Ravneet, 2018; Povolotskiy, 2019; Sko-
ryukina, 2018) and forensic analysis (Chernyshova,
2019; Полевой, 2019). As a rule, regular smartphones
are used for document recognition, due to relatively
low cost, sufficient computational power for perform-
ing recognition tasks, and ability of capturing video (or
sequence of images). The ability to capture video is
one of the most important advantages over traditional
scanners, as in such case more information could be
retrieved in comparison with a single image, and each

newly acquired document image may be used to im-
prove the recognition result (Bulatov, 2017). Figure 1
illustrates an example of per-frame recognition results
combination in a video stream. As it can be seen, the
correct integrated result may be acquired even before
any individual frame result is correct.

While processing the sequence of frames and com-
bining the per-frame recognition results a single more
precise one, the problem arises – when this process
should terminate? The capturing process in a general
case might not be naturally limited, and if a sufficient-
ly good combination strategy is employed the increase
of the number of integrated observations the expected
result precision also increases (Bulatov, 2019a). How-
ever, the time required to perform recognition and
output the final result is also very important and thus
efficient strategies for video stream recognition stop-
ping should be developed and further studied.

The optimal stopping problems themselves occupy
a special place in mathematical statistics and decision
theory (Ferguson, 2010; Christensen, 2019). Some
methods were also proposed for the video stream rec-
ognition problem (Arlazarov, 2018; Bulatov, 2019b;
Bulatov, 2020b). In (Arlazarov, 2018) a method was
presented which consisted of clustering the set of per-
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frame field recognition results, estimating a confi-
dence score for each cluster, and making a stopping
decision based on three parameters: cluster size, clus-
ter confidence, and the total number of processed ob-
servations. The method can be applied in two ways:
the clusters may be formed from the initial per-frame
recognition results, or from the integrated results ob-
tained on each stage. This method, however, is not ful-
ly formalized and raises the questions of tuning the
clustering parameters. In (Bulatov, 2019b) a method is
proposed, which considers the video stream recogni-
tion stopping as a monotone sequential decision prob-
lem. It presents a stopping strategy derived from the
properties of monotone stopping problems, however it
was tested only for text recognition results as simple
strings, without any per-character alternatives. At the
same time an extended string recognition result model
with per-character alternatives is an important way of
text recognition result representation: it is used for rec-
ognition results post-processing (Llobet, 2010) and
was shown to be valuable for improving the integrated
result precision (Bulatov, 2019a).

The goal of this paper is to investigate the applica-
bility of stopping strategy introduced in (Bulatov,
2019b) for text string recognition with per-character
alternatives and to compare it with alternative meth-
ods, which are already adapted for such recognition
result model. In section 2 a brief description of the
stopping method is given, and in section 3 experimen-

tal evaluation and comparison for stopping methods is
presented.

METHOD DESCRIPTION

In order to provide a description of the stopping
method, let us consider text string recognition in a vid-
eo stream as a sequential decision problem. Let  rep-
resent a set of all possible text string recognition re-
sults, and the task is to recognize a text string with cor-
rect value  given a sequence of images

 which are obtained one at a time. At stage
n the image  is recognized and the per-frame recog-
nition result  is obtained. After  is obtained
the results  are combined using some com-
bination algorithm to produce an integrated result

. The stopping decision is now to either stop
the process and use  as the final recognition result,
or continue the process in an effort to obtain in the fu-
ture the integrated result with higher expected accura-
cy. If the process is stopped at stage n the penalty is paid
in form of a linear combination of distance from the ob-
tained result to the correct one (a “price for error”) and
the number of frames process (a “price for time”):

(1)

where ρ is a metric function on the set , and c is a
constant representing the price paid for each observa-
tion (in relation to the cost of the recognition error).
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Fig. 1. Example of per-frame recognition results combination in a video stream. Correct recognition results are highlighted. Im-
ages are taken from MIDV-500 dataset (Arlazarov, 2019).
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The stopping rule is formally defined as a sequence
of real-valued functions, which represent the condi-
tional probability of stopping after the stage n is
reached (Ferguson, 2006). However, such conditional
probability functions define a random stopping time
N, which could be used to denote the stopping rule in-
stead with more clarity (the conditional probability of
stopping could also be inferred from the random stop-
ping time N). The distribution of  depends on the
obtained observations . The stopping prob-
lem is an optimization problem of finding a stopping
rule with a goal to minimize the expected loss, which
can be expressed as follows:

(2)

where  is a mathematical expectation, and
 are random recognition results with iden-

tical joint distribution with  of which  are
realizations observed at stages .

Optimal stopping problems, such as (2), can be
classified into a variety of subtypes, and for each type
some theoretical results have been achieved over the
years. A large class of optimal stopping problems
grounded in real applications are the finite horizon
problems, which could be solved using the backwards
induction method (Berezovskij, 1981). The finite
horizon problem is characterized by a fixed stage T
such that any stopping rule calls for stopping on the
stage . For the task of text string recognition in a
video stream this would correspond to a predefined
“time-out”: the number of processed video frames af-
ter which the procedure is always stopped (possibly
with a null result). The addition of such a “time-out”
T to the stopping problem (2) does not divert it from
the practical relevance.

The other important subtype of stopping rule problems
are the so-called monotone stopping problems (Ferguson,
2006; Chow, 1961). The definition is as follows: consider
the event ,
which indicates that the loss which would be suffered
if the process is stopped at stage n is not greater than
the expected loss of stopping at the next stage, given
that only the first n observations were obtained. The
optimal stopping problem is considered monotone if
the occurrence of the event  leads to the occurrence
of  for all n. In other words, if the current loss is not
greater than the expected loss at the next stage, then
this will be true for all future stages as well. It can be
proven (Ferguson, 2006) using the backwards induc-
tion method, that for monotone stopping problems
with a finite horizon the optimal stopping rule for the
problem (2) is the so-called “myopic” rule:

(3)
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which calls the process to stop at the earliest stage
when the event  occurs.

In terms of the loss function (1) the events  con-
sidered in the definition of the monotone stopping
problem can be expressed as follows:

(4)

Since x* is unknown at the moment of making the
stopping decision (and thus the loss function (1) can-
not be computed), the occurrence of the event  also
cannot be determined. Thus, some additional as-
sumptions need to be made in order to be able to esti-
mate the left-hand side of the inequality in (4). The
stopping method proposed in (Bulatov, 2019b) for the
problem of text string recognition in a video stream is
relying on an assumption that the expected distances
between two consecutive integrated results decrease
over time:

(5)
Let us consider the event Bn =

, which oc-
curs when the current estimation of the distance from
the current combined recognition result to the next
one is not greater than the relative cost of the observa-
tion. Due to assumption (5) we can expect that the oc-
currence of  will lead to the occurrence of  for
all n. At the same time, due to the triangle inequality
governing the metric function ρ, the occurrence of 
leads to the occurrence of . This means, that if 
has occurred, the events  will occur as
well, so starting from this stage the problem is effec-
tively monotone and it is optimal to stop (however, the
true optimal stopping rule may have called for stop-
ping the process at the earlier stages). Thus, we obtain
a stopping rule which does not depend on the correct
recognition result value :

(6)

To implement the stopping rule (6) we need to es-
timate the expected distance from the current com-
bined result to the next one. To achieve this, a model-
ling of the next integrated result is proposed in (Bula-
tov, 2019b), defining the following stopping method:

(7)

where c is an observation cost (essentially, a threshold
parameter of the stopping method), δ is an external
parameter, and  is a modeled inte-
gration result of all consecutive observations obtained
by the stage n concatenated with i-th observation.
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It is noted in (Bulatov, 2019b) that the concrete
method of modelling the next integrated result might
depend on the nature of the combination algorithm
and other specifics of the problem, however the pro-
posed method could still be used in a quite general
case, by replacing the recognition results combination
method and the metric function ρ. In the original pa-
per the experiments were conducted using Tesseract
(Smith, 2007) as the recognition algorithm, simple
string of characters as a recognized string representa-
tion, a normalized Levenshtein distance (Yujian,
2007) as a metric function ρ, and ROVER (Fiscus,
1997) as a combination algorithm. It was not clear
whether this stopping method would be effective for
an extended string recognition result model, contain-
ing per-character classification alternatives. In the ex-
tended model, the string recognition result can be rep-
resented as a matrix of alternatives:

(8)

where  are character labels,  – class mem-
bership estimations for each character, K – the size of
the alphabet, and M – the length of the string. The
combination algorithms for string recognition result in
this extended model can be viewed as a generalization
of the ROVER approach, and to define the metric
function ρ a generalized Levenshtein distance may be
used after defining the metric on the individual char-
acter classification results (Bulatov, 2019a).

To compare different stopping methods the ex-
pected performance profiles can be used – a method-
ology from the field of anytime algorithms (Zilber-
stein, 1996). Expected performance profiles are
graphical plots which show dependence of the expect-
ed accuracy on the expected time required to obtain it.

EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the stopping method described

in section 2 we used an open dataset MIDV-500
(Arlazarov, 2019) which contains 500 video sequences
of 50 types of identity documents with ground truth.
Each original clip contained 30 frames. The frames on
which the document was not fully visible were re-
moved from the consideration, and the resulting clip
was repeated in a loop until the original size of 30
frames was reached. In addition we used an extension
of this dataset called MIDV-2019 (Bulatov, 2020a),
which has the same ground truth format, but features
two additional capturing conditions.

The ground truth in the MIDV-500 contains both
ideal values for text field recognition and the ideal geo-
metric coordinates, i.e. for each field its geometric po-
sition in the document boundaries is known, making it
possible to crop the field from any frame of the dataset.
Text fields were cropped with margins with width
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equal to 30% of the smallest text field bounding box
side. Since physical dimensions of each document
type in the MIDV-500 dataset is also known, it is pos-
sible to crop each field in a uniform resolution. For
recognition, all text fields were cropped with the reso-
lution of 300 DPI. After cropping each text field was
recognized using a text string recognition subsystem of
Smart IDReader document recognition software (Bu-
latov, 2017), obtaining the recognized value as a se-
quence of character classification results with alterna-
tives. For combination of per-frame recognition result
a method from (Bulatov, 2019a) was used, which could
be regarded as a generalization of the ROVER (Fiscus,
1997) approach for string recognition results with per-
character alternatives. As a distance metric ρ a nor-
malized version of the generalized Levenshtein dis-
tance was used, with a taxicab metric for individual
character classification results.

In (Arlazarov, 2018) a stopping method was pro-
posed, which was based on clusterization of the set of
text field recognition results to n clusters, and making
a stopping decision based on some properties of the
most populous cluster. The method proposed in (Bu-
latov, 2019b) and described in section 2 was compared
with this method in the original paper, however since
the paper was focused on a simplified string recogni-
tion result model, not all features of the stopping
method presented in (Arlazarov, 2018) were used, as
the per-character alternatives were not available when
using Tesseract as the text string recognition algo-
rithm.

The clusterization of the observations is performed
by their lengths (i.e. by the number of characters in the
obtained string recognition results). For each cluster
its confidence value is computed according to the fol-
lowing formula:

(9)

where C is a cluster of observations with the same
length . The stopping decision is made by three
thresholding: the size of the largest cluster, the confi-
dence of the largest cluster, and, if there is more than
one cluster, the difference between confidences of the
two largest clusters. Such thresholding meant that
there are three stopping method parameters (three
thresholds).

Two variations of the stopping method proposed in
(Arlazarov, 2018) can be realized – the first, denoted
hereinafter as  which treats input observations

 as strings to compose clusters with, and
the second –  – treats the integrated results

 as observations and components of the
clusters. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the quality maps of
the both approaches with variation of all three thresh-
olds: each data point represents the mean number of
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observations processed before stopping and the mean
distance of the integrated result to the correct value.

One of the main disadvantages of this stopping
methods is that it is unclear how to jointly select the
values for all thresholds to achieve the highest efficien-
cy. In Figure 2 the black line represents the best option
constructed a posteriori, which will be used for com-
parison with the method described in section 2.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the expected performance
profiles comparison for the best achievable versions of

the stopping methods  and , the stopping
method based on the modelling of the next integrated
result , described in section 2, and, as a baseline, a
simple stopping method  which stops after observ-
ing -th per-frame result. It can be seen that even
though the best versions of the clustering stopping
methods were evaluated, without clear understanding
of how to obtain these jointly optimal threshold val-
ues, the method  still outperforms them.

CXN CRN

ΔN

KN
K

ΔN

Fig. 2. Quality maps for stopping method described in (Arlazarov, 2018) in two implementation variations: clusterization of inte-
grate results (left) and of the per-frame results (right). Black line designates the best achievable result. MIDV-500.
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Fig. 3. Quality maps for stopping method described in (Arlazarov, 2018) in two implementation variations: clusterization of inte-
grate results (left) and of the per-frame results (right). Black line designates the best achievable result. MIDV-2019.
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Table 1 and 2 show the achieved mean integrated

result accuracy (in terms of distance to the correct val-

ue) at stopping time, using the evaluated stopping

methods and with restrictions to the mean number of

processed observations. It can be seen that the method

based on modelling the next integrated result and

thresholding the estimation of the expected distance

from the current result to the next one ( ) outper-

forms the other methods. In particular, it allows to

achieve higher result quality with the same average

number of processed observations even when com-

ΔN

pared with the best achievable version of the previous-

ly proposed method (Arlazarov, 2018).

The stopping method  has a disadvantage to the

clustering methods with regards to the computational

efficiency when making the stopping decision. The

computations required for the stopping method  to

make the stopping decision at stage n grows linearly

relatively to the number of processed frames, whereas

for the clustering methods this dependence is virtually

constant. Figure 6 illustrates the mean time per deci-

sion relative to the number of frames for the three eval-

ΔN

ΔN

Fig. 4. Expected performance profiles for the baseline
stopping method (simple integration, ), best versions
of the clustering stopping methods, and the stopping
method , described in section 2. MIDV-500.
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Fig. 5. Expected performance profiles for the baseline
stopping method (simple integration, ), best versions
of the clustering stopping methods, and the stopping
method , described in section 2. MIDV-2019.
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Table 1. Achieved values of average distance from the integrated result to the correct field value at stopping time with re-
stricted average number of processed observations at MIDV-500 dataset

Stopping method
Limitation to the average number of observations

≤3 ≤4 ≤5 ≤6 ≤7 ≤8 ≤9 ≤10

best 0.161 0.084 0.080 0.078 0.074 0.072 0.069 0.069

best 0.096 0.084 0.080 0.077 0.074 0.072 0.071 0.069

0.115 0.104 0.097 0.089 0.084 0.082 0.078 0.074

0.092 0.082 0.076 0.073 0.071 0.070 0.069 0.069

CXN

CRN

KN

ΔN

Table 2. Achieved values of average distance from the integrated result to the correct field value at stopping time with re-
stricted average number of processed observations at MIDV-2019 dataset

Stopping method
Limitation to the average number of observations

≤3 ≤4 ≤5 ≤6 ≤7 ≤8 ≤9 ≤10

best 0.278 0.278 0.278 0.278 0.278 0.116 0.114 0.113

best 0.278 0.147 0.136 0.125 0.111 0.106 0.102 0.099

0.200 0.152 0.133 0.122 0.115 0.114 0.111 0.110

0.150 0.123 0.119 0.116 0.115 0.103 0.101 0.100

CXN

CRN

KN

ΔN
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uated methods. Table 3 shows the tabular representa-
tion of the measured time characteristics.

As it can be seen from the performed experiments,

the modelling of the next result according to (7) is very
time-consuming, especially if an extended string rec-

ognition result representation is considered. This issue
could be mitigated by approximate calculation of the

next integrated results without complete integration,
or alternative estimations of the expected distance to
the next integrated result, such as using time series
predictions. The essence of the stopping method does
not change, as the main idea would still be to threshold
the estimated expected distance to the next integrated
observation, however the computational efficiency
could be significantly improved.

CONCLUSION

The paper describes the problem of stopping the
process of text line recognition in a video stream. Pre-
viously presented stopping methods were described
and their properties analyzed. A method based on
modelling of the next integrated result is described and
applied to the model of text recognition result as an al-
ternatives matrix with extended per-character classifi-
cation results. The applicability of the stopping meth-
od in these conditions is shown, and the comparative
evaluation is performed against previously published
methods. It was shown that the next integrated result
modelling method outperforms the previously pub-
lished clustering methods, even in their best achiev-
able configurations, but requires more time to make a
decision. As future work it is planned to evaluate dif-
ferent ways to estimate the expected distance between
the current integrated result and the next one, either
with more efficient approximate modelling, or using

Fig. 6. Mean time per decision for the clustering stopping
methods, and the stopping method , described in sec-
tion 2. MIDV-2019.
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Table 3. Mean time in sec. per decision at MIDV-2019 dataset

Stopping 

method

Number of processed frame results

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5.7 × 10–4 5.6 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.7 × 10–4 5.4 × 10–4 5.3 × 10–4 5.6 × 10–4 5.6 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4 5.4 × 10–4

6.2 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 6.4 × 10–4 5.9 × 10–4 6.3 × 10–4 6.3 × 10–4 6.5 × 10–4

0.06 0.16 0.27 0.37 0.47 0.58 0.68 0.79 0.9 1.01

Stop-

ping 

method

Number of processed frame results

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

5.4 × 10–4 5.7 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4 5.3 × 10–4 5.4 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4 5.6 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.4 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4

6.0 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4 6.3 × 10–4 6.3 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4 6.0 × 10–4 6.4 × 10–4 6.4 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4

1.12 1.24 1.36 1.47 1.59 1.7 1.82 1.93 2.05 2.16

Stop-

ping 

method

Number of processed frame results

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

5.6 × 10–4 5.7 × 10–4 5.6 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.4 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.5 × 10–4 5.7 × 10–4

6.4 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4 6.4 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 6.3 × 10–4 6.4 × 10–4 6.1 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4 6.2 × 10–4

2.28 2.39 2.51 2.63 2.75 2.88 2.99 3.12 3.24 3.35

CXN

CRN

ΔN

CXN

CRN

ΔN

CXN

CRN

ΔN
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time series analysis, in order to improve on the com-
putational efficiently of the stopping decision.
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Анализ метода останова распознавания текста в видеопотоке с использованием 
расширенной модели результата с посимвольными альтернативами

К. Б. Булатовa,b, Б. И. Савельевa,b,#, В. В. Арлазаровa,b, Н. В. Федотоваb

a Федеральное государственное учреждение “Федеральный исследовательский центр “Информатика и управление” 
Российской академии наук”, 117312 Москва, проспект 60-летия Октября, д. 9, Россия

b ООО “Смарт Энджинс Сервис”, 121205, Москва, Инновационный центр Сколково, улица Нобеля, д. 7, 132, Россия
#E-mail: bsaveliev@smartengines.com

В сфере анализа и распознавания документов на мобильных устройствах, а также распознавания
объектов в видеопотоке, задача определения момента времени, когда необходимо остановиться, яв-
ляется очень важной. Эффективность останова влияет не только на время, затраченное на распо-
знавание и ввод данных, но и на ожидаемую точность результата. Данная работа направлена на рас-
ширение метода останова, основанного на моделировании следующего результата интеграции, с
целью использования результата распознавания в виде строки с посимвольными альтернативами.
Описаны метод и примечания по его расширению, произведена экспериментальная оценка на от-
крытых наборах данных MIDV-500 и MIDV-2019. Рассматриваемый метод был сравнен с методами,
опубликованными ранее и основанными на кластеризации входных наблюдений. Полученные ре-
зультаты указывают на то, что метод останова, основанный на моделировании следующего резуль-
тата интеграции, позволяет достигать более высокой точности, даже по сравнению с наилучшей до-
стижимой конфигурацией конкурирующих методов. Однако данный метод обладает высокой вы-
числительной трудоемкостью и существует необходимость в оптимизации его реализации.

Ключевые слова: распознавание в видеопотоке, мобильный OCR, правила останова, принятие реше-
ния, мобильное распознавание документа, “anytime” алгоритмы
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